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ABSTRACT

Rational design of nucleic acid molecules yields self-
assembling scaffolds with increasing complexity,
size and functionality. It is an open question whether
design methods tailored to build DNA nanostruc-
tures can be adapted to build RNA nanostructures
with comparable features. Here we demonstrate the
formation of RNA lattices and tubular assemblies
from double crossover (DX) tiles, a canonical mo-
tif in DNA nanotechnology. Tubular structures can
exceed 1 �m in length, suggesting that this DX mo-
tif can produce very robust lattices. Some of these
tubes spontaneously form with left-handed chirality.
We obtain assemblies by using two methods: a pro-
tocol where gel-extracted RNA strands are slowly an-
nealed, and a one-pot transcription and anneal proce-
dure. We identify the tile nick position as a structural
requirement for lattice formation. Our results demon-
strate that stable RNA structures can be obtained
with design tools imported from DNA nanotechnol-
ogy. These large assemblies could be potentially in-
tegrated with a variety of functional RNA motifs for
drug or nanoparticle delivery, or for colocalization of
cellular components.

INTRODUCTION

Self-assembled nucleic acid nanostructures are becoming
increasingly important in therapeutic applications and syn-
thetic biology because they serve as programmable, versa-
tile scaffolds to organize an ever expanding variety of lig-
ands (1,2). RNA scaffolds present several advantages rela-
tive to DNA: they can be transcribed in large amounts (3,4),
can naturally include functional domains that are exclusive
to RNA (5) and present better immune compatibility rela-
tive to DNA (6) for transfection and delivery of molecular
cargo.

While existing RNA assembly methods allow the gener-
ation of a variety of nanoscale structural and functional
motifs, the size of assemblies that have robust, periodic

nanoscale features remains limited. While loose filamentous
assemblies (7–9) as well as arrays with loose lattice struc-
tures (10–12) can reach microns in size, well-defined RNA
periodic lattices reach at most a few hundred nanometers
(nm) (4). This limitation is not present in DNA nanotech-
nology: micron-sized, highly regular assemblies with up to
tens of thousands of nucleotides (nt) have been demon-
strated (13–15). In particular, multi-stranded DNA tiles
that bind via rationally designed Watson–Crick (WC) com-
plementary domains yield a variety of large arrays and
tubular structures that can grow up to tens of microns in
length (13,16). These structures are compatible with decora-
tion with a variety of organic and inorganic ligands, result-
ing in heterogeneous materials with the capacity for scalable
growth and even algorithmic assembly (17–19).

Large DNA nanostructures are multi-stranded architec-
tures where helices are held together by Holliday junctions,
and sequence content is rationally optimized (20,21). In
contrast, RNA assemblies (both nanoparticles and tiling
systems) are generally designed by exploiting conserved ter-
tiary motifs such as kissing loops (4,10,22) or pRNA mul-
timers (23,24). Although successful in the construction of
sophisticated two- and three-dimensional objects, this ap-
proach has so far yielded structures of limited size and
it relies on a restricted sequence design space. Addition-
ally, assemblies held together by tertiary structure motifs
may not be easily compatible with toehold-mediated branch
migration (25), a powerful mechanism to obtain dynamic
control of self-assembly in DNA circuits and nanostruc-
tures (26,27). DNA design methods can in principle be
adapted to build assemblies with RNA by taking into ac-
count the A-form geometry of the RNA duplex (11 bp heli-
cal pitch and ≈20◦ base inclination). This strategy was used
to build nanoscale multi-stranded objects (3,28), multi-
stranded DNA–RNA hybrid structures (29,30), small RNA
origami structures (31) and assemblies from single-stranded
tiling systems (4). These results suggest that this route
could be pursued to build large, multi-stranded architec-
tures solely of RNA.

Here we demonstrate that multi-stranded RNA double
crossover (DX) tiles assemble into large arrays and tubular
structures, which can exceed 1�m in size. RNA structure as-
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sembly is characterized by gel electrophoresis, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM). We find that assembly correctness and yield are af-
fected not only by tile sequence content but also by nick
position on the tile helices. We find that some of the tubular
structures are chiral and can be interpreted as left-handed
(none of the tubes can be unambiguously interpreted as
right-handed). Assemblies are obtained with two distinct
protocols; one where RNA strands are annealed after in-
dividual gel extraction, and one where RNA components
are simultaneously transcribed and subsequently annealed
without gel extraction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotides

RNA strands were transcribed from DNA templates with
a T7 promoter; DNA template sequences are reported in
the Supplementary Information File (SI) Section 1. DNA
strands were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies
(Coralville, IA, USA). Concentrations of nucleic acids were
determined by absorption measurements (Nanodrop 2000c,
Thermo Scientific).

RNA sequences for Design 1 are:

• Sa1: 5′-GGUGCGACUAUGCAACCUGCCUGGC
AAGACCUACGAUGGACACGGUAACG,

• SbR1: 5′-GUCUUG CCAGGCACCAUCGUAGGUC
UUGCCAGGCACCAUCGUAG,

• SbC1: 5′-CAGAAAUUAACUAAAGAAGCGGCAG
AAAUUAACUAAAGAAGCGG,

• SbL1: 5′-GAAAUUAACUAAAGAAGCGGCAGAA
AUUAACUAAAGAAGCGGCA,

• Sc1: 5′-GCACCCGUUACCGUGUGGUUGCAUA
GUC.

RNA sequences for Design 2 are:

• SbR2: 5′-GGCAGAAAUUAACUAAAGAAGCGGC
AGAAAUUAACUAAAGAAGC,

• SbC2: 5′-CAGAAAUUAACUAAAGAAGCGGCAG
AAAUUAACUAAAGAAGCGG,

• SbL2: 5′-GAAAUUAACUAAAGAAGCGGCAGAA
AUUAACUAAAGAAGCGGCA,

• Sc1: 5′-GGACCAAGAUAGAAUGAGUUGAAGU
AUA.

The complete list of strands used and sequence diagrams
for each tile can be found in SI Section 1, 2 and in Supple-
mentary Figure S1. Additional details for all the experimen-
tal protocols can be found in SI section 3.

RNA extraction

Purified RNA strands were individually transcribed in
vitro using the AmpliScribe T7-Flash transcription kit
(#ASF3507 Epicenter, Inc.) from corresponding DNA tem-
plates (SI file Section 1). RNA strands were gel extracted
by either 10% or 15% denaturing polyacrylamide gel elec-
trophoresis (PAGE). Next, RNA was eluted using 0.3 M
sodium acetate at pH 5.3. Finally, RNA was precipitated

using ethanol and glycogen. Additional details are provided
in the SI file Section 3.5.

Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)

Denaturing PAGE. A gel pre-mix was prepared by mix-
ing urea, nanopure water, acrylamide/bis-acrylamide 19:1,
40% solution, which was heated until the urea completely
dissolved. To start polymerization, the pre-mix was mixed
with Tris-Borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer, ammonium persul-
fate (APS) and Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) and
nanopure water in the appropriate amounts. Gels were cast
in 10 × 10 cm, 1 mm thick mini gel cassettes (Thermo Sci-
entific, #NC2010) and allowed to polymerize for at least
2 h before electrophoresis. Gels ran at room temperature
at 100V in 1× TBE unless otherwise noted. After elec-
trophoresis the gels were stained with SYBR® Gold Nu-
cleic Acid Gel Stain (Invitrogen, #S11494) for 20–30 min;
gels were imaged using the Biorad ChemiDoc MP system.

Non-denaturing PAGE. Acrylamide/bis-acrylamide 19:1,
40% solution, Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE), Magnesium
Chloride (MgCl2), APS and TEMED were added together
at appropriate concentrations for the desired polyacry-
lamide percentage, then cast in 10 × 10 cm, 1 mm thick mini
gel cassettes (Thermo Scientific, #NC2010) and allowed to
polymerize for at least 2 h before use. Gels ran at 4◦C at
150 V in 1× TBE buffer. After electrophoresis gels were
stained with SYBR® Gold Nucleic Acid Gel Stain (Invit-
rogen, #S11494) for 20 min then imaged using the Biorad
ChemiDoc MP system.

Agarose gel electrophoresis

We prepared 0.5% high-melt agarose gels (made using Bio-
Rad Certified Megabase Agarose, Cat No:1613108) in 1×
TBE and 6 mM MgCl2 by heating 0.5 g of Agarose in 100
ml of the buffer. Ethidium Bromide was added at 0.5 �g/ml
concentration to the mix prior to casting the gel (Owl Easy-
cast B1 gel system, 9 × 11 cm––Thermo Scientific). Af-
ter loading the samples, wells were sealed using thin films
of solid agarose affixed on top of the wells using molten
agarose, to reduce the loss of assemblies too large to en-
ter the gel matrix. Running buffer also contained Ethidium
Bromide at 0.5 �g/ml concentration. The gel was run at
room temperature at 60 V for 2.5 h. Gel images were taken
using a BioRad ChemiDoc MP gel imaging system.

Assembly of RNA structures

Gel extracted and annealed strands. Each RNA strand was
individually transcribed, gel extracted and purified as de-
scribed earlier. Then, strands Sa, Sb and Sc were added in a
2:1:2 ratio (required stoichiometry to form a single tile) to
a solution of 1× TAE and 12.5 mM MgCl2. This mix was
slowly annealed from 70 to 22◦C over 24 h. The final tile
concentration for this protocol was 500 nm, unless other-
wise noted (e.g. to anneal tile D1R we mixed 1 �m Sa1, 500
nm SbR1 and 1 �m Sc1). Annealed samples were directly
imaged (AFM or TEM) or electrophoresed.
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One-pot transcribed and annealed strands. For the one
pot assembly, the three templates transcribing tile RNA
strands were added in a 2:1:2 ratio (Sa:Sb:Sc) to a solu-
tion of 1× TAE, 22.5 mM MgCl2, 2.25 mM of each Nu-
cleoside triphosphates (NTP), 10 mM Dithiothreitol and
1/6 volume dilution of AmpliScribe T7-Flash Enzyme So-
lution (Epicentre, # ASF3507). Unless otherwise noted, the
quantity of templates added to each sample was 1:0.5:1 �g
(Sa:Sb:Sc), in a total reaction volume of 20 �l. The solution
was then allowed to incubate at 37◦C for 15 min, then imme-
diately annealed from 70 to 22◦C over 24 h. The quantity of
templates added was tuned by changing it by ±0.5 �g, while
maintaining their ratios.

AFM imaging

AFM images were obtained in tapping mode under buffer
using a Digital Instruments Multimode AFM with a
Nanoscope (R) III controller. Bruker SNL-10 silicon tip on
a nitride lever with a spring constant of ≈ 0.24 N/m were
used for imaging, with a drive frequency of ≈ 9–10 kHz.
AFM buffer consisted of the same buffer used for anneal-
ing unless otherwise noted.

TEM imaging

TEM images were obtained using a FEI Tecnai12 operated
at 120 kV (single tilt holder, Gatan US1000 digital CCD
camera). TEM grids were glow discharged using a Cressing-
ton Coating System. A total of 5 �l of sample was placed
on parafilm, the TEM grid was placed copper side down
on sample for 5 min. Excess sample was carefully wicked
away. The grid was then rinsed, by placing the grid copper
side down on a droplet of deionized water for 5 min; excess
liquid was wicked away and the grid was rinsed once more
using this method. Excess liquid was removed with What-
man paper. Grid was then placed copper side up and 5 �l
of 1% uranyl acetate was added and allowed to stain for 30
s.

RESULTS

Design of RNA tiles

RNA tiles were designed according to one of the DX mo-
tifs proposed by Ko et al. (29) to build DNA–RNA hybrid
tiles, because DNA–RNA duplexes are expected to have A-
form geometry as RNA–RNA duplexes. Some of the DNA–
RNA hybrid motifs used by Ko et al. resulted in tubular
structures, so we reasoned that by importing the same mo-
tifs we could build RNA nanotubes.

As shown in Figure 1A, three unique RNA strands (Sa,
Sb, Sc) are designed to have WC complementary domains
that interact forming five-stranded tiles, where two helices
are held together by two four-way antiparallel Holliday
junctions, or crossovers (hence the DX nomenclature); the
intra-tile crossover distance is 22 base pairs (bp) or two full
RNA helical turns (in comparison, 21 bases result in two
full DNA helical turns). These DX tiles are therefore simi-
lar to the Double crossover, Anti-parallel, Even number of
half-turns between both inter-tile and intra-tile crossovers
(DAE-E) DNA tile motif (13,32). Taking as a reference the

tile schematic in Figure 1A, the position of the nick in strand
Sb was chosen to be centered (SbC), two base pairs to the
right (SbR) or two bases to the left (SbL) of the crossover
midpoint. Tiles interact via 5 (nt) long overhangs or sticky-
ends, whose complementarity is depicted in the gray tile ab-
straction in Figure 1A. A Chimera (33) rendering of this tile
motif with right-positioned nick is in Figure 1B. The inter-
tile crossover distance is 28 nt (Figure 1C). Because this dis-
tance is close to 2.5 turns (29 nt), adjacent tiles are expected
to assemble in a face-up (O-marked tile in Figure 1C), face-
down pattern (X-marked tile) which should yield flat lat-
tices. Yet in (right-positioned nick) hybrid DNA–RNA tiles
(29) an inter-tile crossover distance slightly deviating from
exactly 2.5 turns appears to promote formation of tubular
structures. An example AFM image of assembled RNA tiles
is shown in Figure 1D.

Because sequence content can affect the yield and stabil-
ity of nucleic acid assemblies, we tested two different sets
of sequences for the same tile motif in Figure 1A. The first
set of sequences, indicated as D1, was chosen by converting
to RNA the sequences in Ko et al. (29), which were origi-
nally identified using Sequin (34). Design D1 includes vari-
ants D1R, D1C and D1L where the nick position in strand
Sb is changed according to Figure 1A (while strands Sa1
and Sc1 are unchanged). Additionally, we considered vari-
ant D1RE: this variant includes a 5 nt single stranded over-
hang on the 5′ end of strand Sa1 (Supplementary Figure
S22). A second set of sequences, D2, was chosen using the
DNA Design Toolbox (35,36) (built on the Vienna RNA
package (37)), by writing a computer script that requires the
minimization of unwanted secondary structures at 37◦C.
The absence of secondary structure in each strand of D2
at 37◦C was confirmed using NUPACK (20). Design D2 in-
cludes variants D2R, D2C and D2L, where only the nick
position in strand Sb is varied.

RNA molecules were transcribed from linear templates
under control of the T7 bacteriophage promoter; all se-
quences are reported in the SI. Because transcription yield
is significantly reduced in the absence of at least two G nu-
cleobases after the +1 promoter position, we incorporated
this constraint when designing sequences for tile D2R.

Assembly methods

RNA nanostructures are typically assembled using post-
transcription procedures that include gel extraction and
thermal annealing treatments (10,28) to eliminate tran-
scripts of incorrect length and misfolded strands. Thus, in
our first set of experiments individual strands of tiles D1R
and D2R were transcribed, gel-extracted, mixed at appro-
priate stoichiometry in TAE and 12.5 mM MgCl2 buffer,
heated to 70◦C and cooled to room temperature over 24 h
(29) (Figure 2A).

In Figure 2B and C we show AFM images of this gel-
extraction self-assembly protocol for tiles D1R and D2R;
images are representative of the typical structures observed
in each sample of triplicate experiments. Tile D1R yields
many high aspect ratio lattices and curled ribbons which
are consistent with the presence of tubular assemblies that
open up as they land on mica. (A phenomenon commonly
observed in DNA tubular assemblies (13).) The formation
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Figure 1. Design of DX RNA tiles (A) Schematic of DX RNA tile (29) and tile abstraction (gray). We tested tiles where the nick in strand Sb can be
centered (SbC) or shifted two bases to the right (SbR) or to the left (SbL) of the midpoint between crossovers. (B) Three-dimensional rendering of the DX
RNA tile motif. (C) Expected lattice geometry, where tiles assemble in an alternate facing up (O-marked tile) and facing down (X-marked tile) pattern. (D)
Example, AFM image of lattices obtained with tiles presenting a right-shifted nick (design D1R described in the text). Scalebar is 50 nm.

of tubular assemblies is consistent with our expectations
based on earlier results by Ko et al., (29). AFM imaging
compresses these soft samples and the height difference be-
tween open (single-layer) and closed (double-layer) struc-
tures is 2.049 ± 0.269 nm, in agreement with the expected
diameter of double helical RNA (2.3 nm) (Supplementary
Figures S2 and 3, SI Section 4). TEM images (Supplemen-
tary Figure S14, SI Section 10) suggest that D1R tubular
structures form in solution and that assembly is not mica-
assisted (4).

We asked if aggregation of nanostructures in our images
is promoted by the presence of magnesium cations in so-
lution; we found that aggregation appears to decrease at
lower MgCl2 concentration, however the yield of assembly
decreases as well (Supplementary Figure S9, SI Section 7).
We then asked if tile concentration could have an effect on
aggregation: at a 12.5 mM MgCl2 concentration, we var-
ied the annealed tile concentration between 50 nm and 0.5
�m, and we found that aggregation persists even at low an-
nealing concentrations (Supplementary Figure S10, SI Sec-
tion 8). Aggregation makes it difficult to measure length and
width of ribbons and tubular structures, which often over-
lap and appear to branch. We selected AFM images of 10
isolated, partially closed, tubular structures from each of
three separate assembly experiments and we measured an

average length of 489 ± 140 nm and an average width of
46 ± 5 nm (Supplementary Figure S4). The longest isolated
nanotube assembled from D1R tiles measured 1.03 �m, but
several tubular assemblies exceeding 1 �m in length can be
identified among overlapping structures (Figure 2B).

We further tested a one-pot protocol in which all strands
are simultaneously transcribed in the appropriate buffer for
15 min, immediately heated to 70◦C and cooled over 24 h
(Figure 2D). This protocol has the advantage of avoiding
laborious gel extractions that can cause loss and degrada-
tion of significant amounts of transcript. Abortive and elon-
gated RNA molecules produced during the transcription re-
action, and not eliminated by gel extraction (Supplemen-
tary Figure S5, SI Section S5) contribute to generating a
‘noisy’ assembly environment, where strands with incorrect
length can promote formation of spurious assemblies. De-
spite the presence of these unwanted products, the one-pot
protocol yields assemblies for both tile designs D1R (tubu-
lar assemblies) and D2R (flat lattices), as shown in Figure
2E and F. The size of D2R lattices largely exceeds that of
the corresponding samples obtained with the gel-extraction
protocol. Assembly of variant D1RE, which includes a sin-
gle stranded overhang in strand S1a, was rapidly tested us-
ing the one-pot protocol; Supplementary Figure S22 shows
AFM images of tile D1RE tubular assemblies which grow
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Figure 2. Assembly methods and results (A) Gel extraction and anneal protocol, showing templates with T7 promoter (black lines with bent arrows),
RNA transcripts (red lines), and tile assembly. (B) Example, AFM image of assemblies obtained from tile D1R. (C) Representative image of small lattices
obtained from tile D2R (additional images are in Supplementary Figure S20). (D) One-pot transcription and anneal protocol. (E) Example, AFM image
of tubular structure produced from one-pot assembly of tiles D1R. (F) Lattices formed by one-pot assembly of tiles D2R. Scale bar: 250 nm.

up to 3 �m in length. The robust growth of this variant sug-
gests that the presence of single stranded overhangs does
not affect lattice assembly and appears to reduce aggrega-
tion; these overhangs may be used as domains for tile func-
tionalization via chemical linking or base-pairing.

As can be seen in Figure 2B and Supplementary Figure
S19 (SI Section 14), the yield of lattices varies significantly
depending on the tile design. It is not possible to arrive at a
rigorous quantitative assessment of lattice yield based on
AFM or TEM images. But it is possible to qualitatively
compare the yield of each tile variant based on the ease with
which we could locate lattices under AFM. As we discuss
in the next sections, the yield of lattices for each tile variant
qualitatively depends not only on the sequence of strands
and annealing protocol but also on subtle features of tile
design such as the nick position.

Assembly morphology is sequence dependent

AFM images of structures produced from tile D1R reveal
that many assemblies are tubular and chiral, as shown in
the examples selected in Figure 3. The chirality can be inter-
preted in some cases as left-handed (Supplementary Figure
S18, SI Section 13). Formation of tubular structures is un-
expected given the face-up, face-down tile assembly pattern,
which should yield flat lattices (Figure 1C), but consistent
with the behavior of the hybrid DNA–RNA version of this
motif (29). It is important to note that similar DNA DX
tiles assemble into nanotubes due to the binding angle be-

Figure 3. Example, AFM images of chiral tubular structures formed by
D1R tiles. The chirality feature is presumably promoted by a combination
of sequence content and tile geometry. A detailed discussion of handedness
is provided in (SI section 13). Scale bar is 50 nm. Right: rendering of a left-
handed chiral sheet as a guide to the eye.

tween adjacent tiles (13) and the tube axis is usually parallel
to the helical axis. Rather, these RNA tubes form by coil-
ing, where an array folds back to itself orthogonal to the
helical axis. We observed formation of tubular assemblies
exclusively in variants D1R and D1RE. We hypothesize that
tile sequence content influences self-assembly morphology
and may or may not promote chirality: comparison of AFM
images of D1R and D2R tile assemblies, which only dif-
fer in tile sequence content, suggests that our hypothesis is
valid, because tile D1R consistently yields tubular assem-
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blies (with both assembly protocols), while tile D2R exclu-
sively forms lattices (with both assembly protocols).

Nick position is critical for assembly

We further asked if chirality may also be related to the asym-
metry of the nick position in strand Sb. In DNA duplexes,
the presence of a nick leads to enhanced flexibility at the lo-
cation of the nick (38). The position of the nick in the tile
might affect how the stresses during self-assembly bend the
tile double helical domains, which in turn would influence
the curvature of lattices. To test this hypothesis, we modified
strand Sb obtaining tiles with a central nick position (tiles
D1C, D2C) or a left-shifted nick position (tiles D1L, D2L).
(The different nick positions are shown in Figure 1A.) Tiles
were then assembled according to the gel-extraction and
one-pot protocols described earlier.

Only tile design D1R consistently yields chiral tubular
structures, using either assembly protocol. Tile D2R only
yields lattice and so do tiles D1L and D2L, which assemble
into structures qualitatively similar to D2R (Supplementary
Figure S20). In case of D1R (extracted and one-pot pro-
tocols), D2R (one-pot protocol), D2L (extracted protocol)
and D2L (one-pot protocol), we could readily observe many
structures on mica during AFM imaging. In case of D2R
(extracted), D2L (extracted) and D1L (one-pot), we could
only identify few lattices upon scanning many locations on
mica under the AFM. No large structures assemble from
tiles D1C and D2C, where the nick is in a central position in
the core strand (Supplementary Figure S18). We do observe
small, loose filaments in the AFM images of the D1C sam-
ple (Supplementary Figure S21). Using TEM, which gives
much lower resolution, we were able to locate nanotubes
for only the D1R (extracted) sample, as shown in Supple-
mentary Figure S14. Clear TEM images could not be ob-
tained for the one-pot annealed samples, due to the signifi-
cant background noise.

Non-denaturing PAGE in Figure 4 A1–3 (see also SI sec-
tion 9, Supplementary Figure S11) highlights differences
between the complexes formed by the tile with a symmet-
ric nick (D1C) and the ones with an asymmetric nick (D1R
and D1L). Gel lanes 1 and 2 test the interactions between Sa
and Sb strands. The Sa:Sb strands at 1:1 ratio are expected
to run at a lower position (lane 1) compared to strands at
2:1 ratio (lane 2): this is because at 2:1 ratio two Sa strands
should bind to one Sb strand. This expected result is veri-
fied for tiles D1R and D1L. But for tile D1C, the bands in
both lane 4 and lane 5 run at the same position. This could
be because the 2:1 ratio complex does not form well in the
D1C design. A similar analysis was conducted on design D2
variants, however significant RNA degradation during an-
nealing does not allow us to make conclusive observations
on the results (Supplementary Figures S12 and 16). We also
examined tile variants D1R*, D1C* and D1L*, from which
we removed the sticky end domains (this tiles cannot multi-
merize). Non-denaturing PAGE of annealed tiles D1R* and
D1L* yields single bands, as shown in Supplementary Fig-
ure S13; in contrast, D1C* samples yield two distinct bands,
that suggest the formation of incompletely or incorrectly
formed tiles. The lower band in lane 6 for D1C* sample cor-
responds in length to the Sa1 and SbC1 complex in lanes 4

and 5, which suggests that, during the anneal, this complex
does not further self-assemble with Sc1 strand properly to
form a tile.

In addition, agarose gel electrophoresis was used to com-
pare multimerizing D1R, D1L and D1C tiles. Figure 4B
shows that a significant fraction of annealed tile D1C runs
closer to the band of the annealed control tile (D1C*) with-
out sticky-ends (further details can be found in SI Section
11 and Supplementary Figure S15). This confirms that D1C
monomers have the capacity to form some higher order
complexes, which however do not appear to be as structured
as those formed by tiles D1R and D1L.

These results overall indicate that nick position is an im-
portant parameter in the design of DX RNA tiles. Tiles with
asymmetric nick positions (relative to the midpoint between
the intra-tile crossovers) consistently form lattices, while the
tiles with symmetric nicks do not form lattices. This is true
for both D1 or D2 sequence design variants. To our knowl-
edge, similar phenomena have not been observed in DNA
tiles: for example, DAE-E tiles consistently form nanotubes
even when the nick position in the central strand is var-
ied, as long as the inter-tile distance is appropriately cho-
sen (13,18,39). It is unclear why the centrally nicked designs
fail to form lattices. Non-denaturing gels (Supplementary
Figure S11) suggest misfolding of tiles with a central nick,
which is potentially the reason why they do not form lattices.
In our experiments, the nick position also affects the assem-
bly morphology, with only D1R resulting in tubular struc-
tures and the other variants resulting in flat lattices. Fur-
ther experiments, and computational modeling, are needed
to quantitatively elucidate these phenomena.

Role of thermal annealing

In both assembly protocols, a heating temperature of at
least 70◦C is required for lattice formation (SI Section 6 and
Supplementary Figures S6 and 7). Isothermal one-pot pro-
duction of D1R and D2R tiles only results in tangled fila-
ments (Supplementary Figure S8, SI Section 6.2). This out-
come is not surprising, as thermal annealing is required for
assembly of DNA DX tile motifs as well. One possibility is
that secondary structure in individual strands creates a bar-
rier to isothermal tile assembly (however, tile D2R strands
were specifically designed to have no secondary structure at
37◦C). Our results indicate that thermal annealing is essen-
tial for multi-stranded RNA tiles to form and bind. This
limitation may be overcome by designing hierarchical as-
sembly steps for tile components (11).

It is known that RNA degradation rates increase at high
temperature and in the presence of Magnesium cations (40),
which make the phosphodiester bonds more reactive: dena-
turing gels indicate that significant degradation occurs in
all variants of design D2 upon annealing (Supplementary
Figures S16, 17 and SI section 12), but not in D1 variants.
We hypothesize that this difference may be due to differ-
ent sequence content and secondary structure of individual
strands, as both factors affect phosphodiester bond cleavage
rates (41). We also note that one-pot produced D2R tiles,
which are annealed in transcription mix, form very large lat-
tices (Figure 2E), which indicates that degradation may also
be influenced by the composition of the buffer.
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Figure 4. Gel analysis of assembling structures. Strands were gel extracted and annealed prior to loading them into the gel. (A1, A2 and A3) Non-denaturing
PAGE gels comparing complexes that form as part of tile variants D1R, D1L and D1C. Each lane was loaded with annealed strands as annotated on top
of the gel. Ratio 1:1 indicates that both strands were annealed at a 1 �m concentration; ratio 2:1 indicates concentrations 1 �m : 500 nm; ratio 2:1:2
indicates concentrations 1 �m : 500nm : 1 �m. Bands forming in lanes 1 and 2 provide information on the formation of the core of the tile; Sa and Sb
in stoichiometric amounts are expected to form smaller complexes relative to the case where Sa and Sb are in the 2:1 ratio required for tile formation. In
variant D1C, the two cases are indistinguishable, which suggests improper formation of the tile core during annealing. (B) Agarose gel of annealed tile
variants D1R, D1L and D1C, compared to non-multimerized annealed tile variant D1R*. A significant fraction of annealed tile D1C runs roughly as the
D1R* control complex, indicating that D1C assemblies are not as robust as in the other variants.

DISCUSSION

We demonstrated that large RNA nanostructures can be
built from multi-stranded DX tiles, a classical motif in DNA
nanotechnology (32,42). In contrast with most methods to
build large RNA assembled structures, which rely on con-
served tertiary interactions such as kissing loops (10,43–45),
these tiles assemble exclusively via double helical comple-
mentary domains whose sequence can be rationally deter-
mined within an ample design space.

Multi-stranded DX tiles qualitatively similar to our de-
sign were produced in vivo for colocalization of split flu-
orescent reporters and of metabolic pathway components
(11,46), whose output was used as indirect evidence of co-
transcriptional structure formation. These RNA tiles were
originally designed by Delebecque et al. (11) and resemble
a Double crossover, Anti-parallel with Odd number of half-
turns between crossovers (DAO) DX tile (32,42). However,
unlike the well characterized standard DNA DAO tile, this
design includes unmatched bases and wobble base pairs.
The presence of unmatched bases can make it difficult to
control the angle between two interacting tiles because they
become connected through unmatched floppy domains. As
a result, it is difficult to enforce the formation of rigid lat-
tices. In addition, Geary et al. (4) later demonstrated that a
proper RNA DAO tile requires the two intra-tile crossover
domains to have different length, due to the tilt of bases in
(A-form) RNA. The design by Delebecque et al. does not
take into account this requirement, therefore it is unlikely
to yield a correct DAO tile (however, unmatched bases and
wobble pairs may relax the spatial constraints posed by the
incorrect length of intra-tile crossover domains). Unfortu-
nately, the low resolution of AFM images provided in (11)
makes it difficult to unequivocally determine whether the
tessellated lattices or tubular structures are formed as de-
sired.

Our multi-stranded structures were obtained with a pro-
tocol based on gel extraction as well as with a one-pot

method where all strands are simultaneously transcribed
and subsequently annealed. Previous studies (3,28,30)
reported successful one-pot assembly of smaller multi-
stranded RNA or RNA–DNA structures (up to 100 nm
large and about 1000 bp). The one-pot method is less la-
borious and often produces structures of equal or larger
size than those obtained with the gel-extraction method, de-
spite the presence of well known phenomena of abortive and
elongated (run-off) bacteriophage polymerase transcription
(47–49). These processes generate undesired RNA strands
presenting incorrect length and unknown folding. Abortive
transcription is sequence dependent and can be mitigated
using G-rich transcription initiation sequences (50). Elon-
gated or ‘run-off’ transcription occurs in linear templates
for transcription, and incorrect products with up to twice
as long as the desired transcript can reach up to 70% of
the total synthesized RNA (47). This phenomenon can be
reduced by enforcing strong secondary structure at the 3′
end of the transcript (47,51). Another challenge in the one-
pot protocol is posed by uneven transcription rates, which
can cause stoichiometric imbalances among strands and re-
duce assembly yield. This issue can be straightforwardly
mitigated by including promoter-appropriate transcription
initiation sequences and balancing the template concentra-
tions. The imposition of specific sequence content or sec-
ondary structure to ensure correct yield of products can, un-
fortunately, limit the nanostructure sequence design space.
Feedback mechanisms that automatically increase or de-
crease the production of molecules depending on the down-
stream demand could also help balancing the transcription
rates and the stoichiometry of components (52).

Thermal annealing is required for assembly of our
structures. Isothermal assembly of multi-stranded RNA
nanocubes was demonstrated using an assembly-activated
light-up aptamer (3). However, our results indicate that
co-transcriptional isothermal assembly for multi-stranded
RNA DX tiles remains challenging (Supplementary Figure
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S8). While multi-stranded, short components have the ad-
vantage of being less prone to local folding traps, a more
successful route to isothermal assembly is given by long
single-stranded tiles explicitly designed to take advantage
of local folding (4). Another feasible approach to isother-
mal assembly is the design of strands that can exclusively
assemble with an ordered sequence of reactions (11).

We find that the morphology of our assemblies is affected
by sequence content. While the D1R tile sequence produced
many chiral nanotube structures, the D2R tile sequences
produced only lattices (with both assembly protocols). The
sequence could directly affect the geometry of the tile and
hence change the morphology of the assembly. Addition-
ally, the degradation of RNA after annealing, seen in design
D2 could also lead to changes in geometry of some of the
tiles which in turn affects the morphology. Further, assem-
bly is also affected by the position of the nick on the nicked
helix of the tile, a design parameter that is not known to
pose similar challenges in DNA self-assembly. Our gel as-
says suggest that the lack of lattice formation from centrally
nicked tile variants could be due to misfolding of individual
tiles.

It would be useful to predict the influence of sequence
and nicks on RNA assembly using advanced computational
modeling tools. Computational characterization of RNA
nanostructure assembly, validated by experiments, has been
successfully demonstrated (53). However, existing RNA se-
quence design toolboxes are not fully equipped for de novo,
rational construction of large assemblies based on Holliday
junction motifs, because they are either tailored to tecto-
RNA elements (conserved sequences and tertiary interac-
tions) (54,55) or to design reaction pathways (20) rather
than nanostructures. Advances in rational design of RNA
scaffolds will highly benefit from integrated software tool-
boxes akin to those available for DNA nanostructures (56–
58). It is likely that coarse-grained simulations to predict the
primary vibration modes of tile monomers (59) will help ex-
plaining emergent assembly patterns such as the chiral tubes
we observed.

Large RNA lattices may be functionalized with protein-
binding domains or small RNA molecules with therapeutic
properties (siRNA, microRNA or antisense RNA) (24,60).
While our lattices are not suited for in vivo isothermal as-
sembly, they can be produced in vitro and transfected as
scaffolding elements or drug delivery vectors, as we recently
demonstrated (61). The spontaneous chirality of some of
our assemblies makes them potentially useful as scaffolds
for synthesis of optically active biomaterials (62), although
additional investigation is required to quantitatively eluci-
date this feature.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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